How to read wiring diagrams for cars

Automotive wiring has been standardized over the decades, and most cars will have
"color-coded" wiring for lighting, radio, ignition, and secondary systems. This color coding
makes it easier for the layman to quickly repair most automobile wiring issues. You can learn to
understand the wiring diagrams by following some basic principles. Locate the source of the
electrical problem, such as a damaged relay. Find the location of the issue shown in the
diagram. The repair manual will provide troubleshooting steps to determine which electrical
component is damaged or malfunctioning. After locating the faulty part on the diagram, usually
by labels or shape, the colors of wire on the page should exactly match the wire colors in the
vehicle. This will assist in tracing the wire back to it's power source, or on to the next electrical
circuit. Symbols on the diagram could vary, but typically follow electrician standards. In rare
cases, the diagram could be in black and white, or printed without colors. This is when the
"path", or lines on the schematic become important. Sometimes, there may even be very small
text next to each line, designating what color it is. Eli Laurens is a ninth-grade physics teacher
as well as a computer programmer and writer. He studied electrical engineering and
architecture at Southern Polytechnic University in Marietta, Ga. Step 1 Locate the source of the
electrical problem, such as a damaged relay. Step 2 After locating the faulty part on the
diagram, usually by labels or shape, the colors of wire on the page should exactly match the
wire colors in the vehicle. Tips Use a circuit tester to ensure polarity. Disconnect the vehicle's
battery when any wire repairs are to be made. An electrical wiring diagram could be a single
page schematic of how a ceiling fan should be connected to the power source and its remote
switches. A wiring diagram may include the wirings of a vehicle. For example, how the horns
are powered and connected to the controller on your steering wheel. Or an electrical wiring
diagram can be a page document including all the electrical wirings of an electrical control
panel in a huge factory or plant. Wiring diagrams may follow different standards depending on
the country they are going to be used. So, when you see a wiring diagram for the first time, you
may need some time to analyze it and become familiar with its layout and symbols. Normally the
very first step to learn reading a wiring diagram is becoming familiar with the symbols of the
equipment and each wiring diagram is supposed to have a page or two for this purpose.
Remember that these symbols may have some minor differences in different wiring diagrams
depending on the ECAD software they have been designed with. First of all, there is a rule of
thumb in standard wiring diagrams that you should read the diagram from left to right and from
top-down. So as an exception, we should start from the downside and this is where the
three-phase power enters the panel. The terminal strip is a mark that refers to a group of
terminal blocks with the same voltage level or the same purpose. From these terminal blocks,
we move on to a three-pole circuit breaker with thermal and short circuit protection capability.
This means that all of the contacts, contactors, circuit breakers, etc. Therefore, when you see a
closed contact in an electrical wiring diagram, that is a normally closed contact and the rest of
the contacts should be open. We have a great article about NO and NC contacts and their actual
application examples that you can read it here. After closing this circuit breaker manually, the
power flows toward some power distributer bars, from which some branches can be taken. Wire
Tags are the combination of some letters and numbers installed on the wire or cable and are
used to show you to which device or terminal block a wire or a cable should be connected. Wire
tags are very helpful in case of troubleshooting so that when a wire gets out of its connection
point, you can easily look at the wiring diagram and figure out where it should be connected
again. It is used to feed the power receptacle or socket, the heater, and the fan. Before we
continue to the next page, you may ask what these numbers on top of the page are. This is a
very good question! Actually, these are the column numbers and they have divided each page
of this drawing to 10 columns. As you see, there are some devices in each column and we can
use these column numbers in combination with the page number to address different devices,
contacts, terminal blocks, and so on, in other pages. For instance, the main three-phase power
is shown with some arrows and numbers on the top right-hand side of the page. And there you
go! And how do I know that?! Below the coil, you see the contact NO Contact of page two and
also the other NO and NC contacts of this relay with the addresses they have been used in this
drawing. On page two, the mains power source is feeding a volt power supply and it provides us
with a voltage of 24 with 10 amps of capacity. From there, we have extended this voltage using
some terminal blocks so that we can deliver the power to different instruments, PLC cards, PLC
CPU, or whatever device which needs 24 volts to power on. But wait! There are a variety of
terminal blocks in the market. In this case, to save some space in the panel, we have used some
double-Level terminal blocks. They occupy the same space as the ordinary terminal blocks but
we can connect two wires to each side of them. In the following, we have a branch that delivers
the 24 volts power to page 12 column zero, but with two interlocks! For example, here, without
having those interlocks enabled, our 24 v cannot reach page 12, column 0. In fact, reading the

datasheet of the equipment is a very important and inevitable stage of designing a wiring
diagram. In this way, our volt power will be transferred to page 12, column zero. You can read
Part 2 of this article here. Thanks for reading another article. Please spread the word by sharing
this article:. Join Us Free! Hey Mateo! Happy you liked this blog post. Thanks for the good stuff.
Indeed I have been looking for something like this. Am glad to meet you. God bless you all. Hey
Emmanuel! Thank you very much for your visit. Please stay tuned for future videos. Your email
address will not be published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next
time I comment. Submit Comment. Before you continue, let's join to our newsletter to receive
more free content. How to Read Electrical Diagrams? Spend Some Time on Understanding the
Standards! They may have different layouts depending on the company and the designer who is
designing that. First Things First! Wiring Diagram Symbols. Every wiring diagram includes: â€”
Hardware components, â€” Power sources, â€” Ground chassis, â€” Terminals, â€” Some wires
of course! This page is known as Legend and abbreviation page. In the Legend and
Abbreviation page you can see: â€” A three-phase AC electric motor symbol â€” A solenoid
valve symbol â€” An MCCB with thermal and short circuit protection â€” A contactor the coil
and its contacts and all the other electrical symbols you need to read the wiring diagram. But in
AutoCAD electrical, it looks like this:. Wiring Diagram Rules of Thumb! Exactly like reading a
book! But sometimes, designers make some exceptions to have a better layout such as this
page. For example: â€” In England or Austria, the voltage level is volts with 50 hertz of
frequency â€” In the United States, a three-phase power source will produce volts with 60 hertz
of frequency. Every standard wiring diagram should be drawn in the neutral condition. How to
Read Wiring Diagrams. One of the branches goes into a two-pole circuit breaker. What is a Wire
Tag? And Device Tag. There are the tags for the devices within the panel as well. This
transformer converts the volts to a single-phase volts. How to Address a Component in Wiring
Diagrams. Let me explain it by some examples! All of them have a 2. As another example, the
number below this contact says page and column 6. And there it is! The same tag, KA as we had
expected. It looks like a coil. But not the coil of a contactor; the coil of a relay. What are
Double-Level Terminal Blocks? What is Electrical Interlocking? An interlock means a condition.
This is the only way we have to take to fully understand these drawings. Remember that the
designer of this wiring diagram had to refer to the datasheet of this equipment to complete his
job. We should always do the same thing for all of the equipment used in the process. Name
Email Join Us Free! Our YouTube Channel. Subscribe Now! Bitebo Numbere on December 24, at
PM. Amirhossein on December 25, at PM. Hi there! The upcoming video is the next part of this
video series. Stay tuned! Mateo Mwale on December 29, at AM. Amirhossein on December 29, at
AM. Ahmed on January 17, at AM. Please the video and pics on page are very small to see and
its not zoomable in both tab and pc Reply. Amirhossein on January 18, at AM. Hi Ahmed, we are
trying to add them to this blog post shortly. Emmanuel N on February 8, at PM. Amirhossein on
February 9, at AM. Submit a Comment Cancel reply Your email address will not be published.
Contact Us Have a question or suggestion? Follow Us. Youtube channel. Subscribe Me! Close
this module. Hey, wait! Email Enter your email address. Learning how to read automotive wiring
diagrams is like learning a new language. Watch the Diy automotive wiring diagrams video at
the bottom of the page to find out how to use this information to pinpoint electrical problems
like a pro. Yes, you should bookmark this page or share it with a friend. Wiring diagrams are
drawings of electronic systems found in high quality workshop repair manuals. These diagrams
provide the quickest path to success when dealing with complex electrical problems on any
vehicle. Understanding this visual language leads to faster detection of malfunctions and the
capability to solve difficult car problems. In fact, an electrical symbol may have a slight
resemblance to the actual component or its main function. These lines actually represent
current flow in and out of components connection points. However, the abbreviated text labels
or codes placed next to the symbols and lines help you out further by providing descriptions or
location information. Automotive electrical diagrams provide symbols that represent circuit
component functions. For example, a few basic symbols common to electrical schematics are
shown as: 1 Switch, 2 Battery, 3 Resistor and 4 Ground. Note the switch symbol displays an
open or closed circuit path, which is what an actual switch performs. The battery symbol
appears to be made of layers or plates, common to internal battery construction. The resistor
symbol appears to impede energy flow, which is a resistor function. The G ground symbol
indicates a connection pointing downward ground that dissipates energy. The G designation is
to help you find this location on the automobile. Factory service manuals provide component
location diagrams including important ground locations. Variations of symbols will exist
depending on function or other characteristics. Examples are: Variable Battery symbol 5 and
the Case Ground symbol 6. Electrical repair diagrams are mostly standardized for the above
symbols. Abbreviated codes on the diagrams provide circuit path and part or component

information. They use the codes or labels to show circuit connector pin numbers, circuit values
or component polarities. These are standardized throughout the industry. All of these markings
work together to add clarity to the diagnostic drawing. Here are a few label examples: 1 A for
Amperage or Amps. At first glance the repair diagram may not convey how the wires use many
colors and diameters. They show the diameter of each wire using a label placed at some point
along side its drawn line 1 0. These can take some effort to locate on fold out map type diagram.
Nevertheless, being aware of the color of a wire remains important. For consistency most
electrical schematics have signal or energy flow from top to bottom. And component inputs on
the left and outputs on the right. With that said, providing an understanding of how a system
would function makes the wiring repair diagram one of the most valuable resources a
technician can have. People ask which one is better a PDF or a subscription service? Both have
loyal fans. However, factory repair manuals are offered right here. You get the same schematics
in dealership manuals, because they pull data from factory publications. You can print out what
you need and take them right to the vehicle. So in short, electrical pun intended, you can
subscribe to this for a month and find and print all the wiring diagrams for your specific vehicle
and have them for life. Another update: I have purchased a subscription a workshop manual for
my own vehicle so I could make a video demonstration of what it looks like. View the demo
video for this program that puts auto repair online. More information on the use of automotive
wiring diagrams. My latest video on my YouFixCars. This is the method I use every time I break
out a wiring diagram. Find out more about me and this website. Also discover what gives me the
right to talk about automotive wiring diagrams. This next link takes you to the auto facts
homepage. Common Electrical Symbols Learning how to read automotive wiring diagrams is
like learning a new language. Every day in every auto repair forum I see people ask for a car
wiring diagram. Now I can choose the car wiring diagrams based on which system I want to
work on. Choose year, make, model. Then the Wiring Diagrams sub category. There are 27
different system categories to choose from. Within each system category, there are multiple
sub-categories. Oh wait, look at all these sub categories! Is it powered by gasoline or
compressed natural gas. Does it have an immobilizer system anti-theft or did it ship without an
immobilizer system? Want to find a car wiring diagram for a sensor? Look at all these choices.
Got that? Made your choice? So you see, there are over 17 pages of car wiring diagrams just
dealing with engine performance sensors for this one year, make, model. Ask for the wiring
diagram for a MAF sensor on a Toyota Camry, without any other information and there is NO
way anybody can help you. Is it powered by gasoline or compressed natural gas? Based on all
the different wiring diagrams shown here, 2. You may find a diagram, but is it the right one? Call
your local library and ask if they offer online access to auto repair manuals. That means you
should bring money with you to print out the diagrams on their printers. Which is better? Well,
Alldatadiy uses factory diagrams which are usually more accurate but much harder to read. So
you have to refer to another guide to deciper the color codes and use another guide to find the
location of the part. They include the wire colors AND the locations of the partsâ€”right on the
same diagram. I like eautorepair. Factory manuals are the best in the business. You can buy
them in print or access them online. Most car makers offer a daily, monthly or yearly rate to
access their online services. To check out genuine factory manuals, click here. They include
wiring diagrams and technical service bulletins. In most cases, their diagrams are right from the
factory manuals. Pricing: Eautorepair. So you have to refer to the factory legends to learn the
identification symbols and then refer back to circuit diagrams to find the splice and ground
locations. However, Alldatadiy. If you need to dig into your doors, dash or console, Alldatadiy.
Find this article useful? Share it! Categories Wiring Diagrams. Tags car wiring diagram. So, how
to read car wiring diagrams? A car wiring diagram is a map. To read it, identify the circuit in
question and starting at its power source, follow it to ground. Use the legend to understand
what each symbol on the circuit means. A wiring circuit is so called because the wiring must
make a complete circle, any break in this circle, causes a fault. Power leaves the positive side of
the car battery through the power cables and is always actively looking for the shortest possible
return path to the negative side of the car battery. Power is battery voltage and in any circuit the
path to the load from battery positive may be described as the power side of the circuit. As you
know, voltage loves to travel through any metal, and not just the metal within wires. The return
path after the load is known as the ground side of a circuit. The function of a relay is to control a
high amp circuit like a starter motor or head lights using a low amp switch circuit. Running high
amps through a small switch would cause the switch to burn out and fail, possibly starting a
fire. Relays are common in circuits and also housed within control units. A relay is a
electromagnetic switch, it has two separate circuits, a Control circuit and a Load circuit. This
causes the coil of the relay to become magnetic, which pulls the movable armature within the
relay, closed. When closed open in the above diagram , it allows power travel from the battery to

the light. Through the 30 and 87 pins. When the switch is turned off, battery disconnected the
coil is no longer magnetic and the spring loaded movable armature returns to open default
position. Cheap volt meters are OK for finding power and grounds, but modern vehicles will
require accurate resistance readings to correctly diagnose a faulty circuit or component. An
incorrect meter reading can cause a ton of trouble. The starter circuit relay in the pic above
operates in an identical fashion. By turning the ignition switch to start, voltage flows through
pin 86 and grounds at This magnetizes the coil which in turn causes the armature pin 30 to 87 to
close completing the load side circuit, and the engine cranks. Modern cars as you know are
packed with control modules. Pre-computer classic cars have a simple wiring circuit â€” for
example, pressing a switch sends power through a wire, to a window motor and the window
moves. Modern cars handle it a little differently â€” pressing a switch, sends a signal through a
wire to a control unit computer , which in turn sends power to the window motor. The control
unit or controller will only send power to the window motor if certain pre-programmed
conditions are met. Of course the window may not move for other reasons, the control unit may
be faulty, or software needs to be updated or re-flashed, motor faulty etc. So why did they go
and make things more complicated and expensive to fix? Well, control units do offer significant
advantages, some of which include:. All control units are connected to each other via a twin
twisted pair of wires, the communication system is know as CAN controller area network. It will
typically show a set of symbols and a brief description. Tip : Some diagrams are easier to
understand than others, but having the wrong wiring diagram can catch out even the pros. To
avoid frustration, be sure that your wiring diagram is correct for your vehicle. Wiring diagrams
were traditionally printed in book form, diagrams are big as you know, to fit them all on one
page would make them unreadable. The solution â€” a number at the end of each circuit
indicated the page on which the rest of the circuit diagram was continued. Other solutions
include showing just one systems wiring circuit to a page, for example, just showing the wiring
diagram for the headlights. This works pretty well and was carried over to the digital age. Digital
wiring diagrams are a lot more efficient and easier to use, so if possible, always opt for digital
schematics. The diagram below is a basic car light circuit, at first sight it might look
complicated, but as you understand the flow, it will become clear. Remember, battery power
voltage at the top of the page is trying to get to the ground supply at the bottom of the diagram.
Starting at the top of the included diagram, you can see power flows in two paths, 1 down to the
light relay left and 2 to the central electronic unit CEM which is a control unit. The CEM module
offers a ground at X when ignition is on. This as you know magnetizes the integrated relay coil
and causes the armature to close. The closed armature in turn offers a path for power to flow
onwards to the switch. Hitting the light switch now, allows voltage flow through the light switch
relay coil and grounds through the CEM integrated ground path. The light relay coil is as you
know, now magnetized and so it pulls the armature of the relay closed allowing power flow from
path 1 all the way through to ground at the bottom of the diagram, powering the lights as it does
so. The circuit is now complete. How to check fuel pump fuse. To see the wiring diagrams and
special tools I use check out the Auto electrical repair tools page. A diagram is a detailed map
of a system and a schematic is a more simplified representation. John Cunningham is an
Automotive Technician and writer on Rustyautos. I've been a mechanic for over twenty years, I
use my knowledge and experience to write articles that help fellow gear-heads with all aspects
of classic car ownership, from tires to roof aerials and everything in between. Working on a
Duramax is not for the faint hearted, but you already know that. Most days I love them, but some
daysâ€¦ A misfiring engine is the most common engine complaint and the coil is always the
number one suspect. But finding the coil can sometimes cause some head scratching. Ignition
coils are commonly Continue Reading. July 5, Jean-Claude Landry. So many wires and
complicated components to inspect. Luckily for you, automotive wiring diagrams are there to
help you speed up the whole process. To assist you with that, we have created this quick guide
on how to read car wiring diagrams to troubleshoot and fix simple electrical system problems in
no time. In electrical diagrams, every straight black line represents a wire. Pretty simple right?
The symbol used to show that two wires are connected is a little black dot. These wires are
included in the same system or, at least, use the same power source or ground connector. In
the case where wires run in the same harness or cross over each other without being
connected, the symbol is the same but with a little bump added to it. If they do, the wires may be
skinned somewhere and may cause a short-circuit in the system. This is the symbol for a
standard 6 cells 12v car battery. Some diagrams may use a simplified version which is only two
vertical bars instead of 6. On more complicated electrical systems or electronic modules,
diagrams can quickly become filled with tons of lines and symbols making it hard to read for the
user. Depending on the editors of the manual, this symbol could be used to indicate a 2 cells
battery or simply to make the whole diagram a little more user-friendly. Fuses serve as a mean

of protection for the electrical system. In case something goes wrong and a wire is damaged
and cause a short to ground condition, the fuse will instantly blow, preventing any more
damage to the whole circuit. On electrical diagrams, fuses are often located on a different page
than the circuit they protect. Most automotive repair manuals have a dedicated section reserved
for all the fuses, relays and pretty much everything included in the fuse boxes called Power
Distribution diagram to make things easier. This is used to let the reader know if the fuse is
constantly powered by the battery of only when the ignition key is in the ON position. Never
forget to check that out before testing a fuse or you could end up with a wrong diagnosis. On a
car, the ground is always the body of the vehicle. In fact, I should say that the ground is the
negative post of the battery but since a wire goes straight from the post to the body of the car,
every metal part touching the body is also considered as a ground. For example, the engine and
the transmission both have one or more large braided ground wires connected to the body. If
for some reason, one of the wire was damaged, the corresponding unit should still keep on
working since the engine is bolted onto the transmission and vice-versa. On some occasions,
though, the added resistance induced by the longer circuit may cause sensible electronic
components to go haywire and cause various problems. The alternator, for instance, usually
gets his ground from the alternator bracket bolted onto the engine head. If the engine ground is
broken, the alternator may not be able to produce enough current to power all the accessories
at the same time and may cause worrying charging system problems. There is all kind of
switches on a vehicle but the most common one is definitely the toggle switch. A good example
of this is a simple dome light switch. Push to one side to turn the component on and to the
other side to turn it back off. These are widely used throughout the car because of their
simplicity and relative reliability. These are a little less common but still used a lot by car
manufacturers. Think of the rear defrost and emergency flashers switches. The same motion is
used to trigger it on and off. Only one input for multiple different possible outputs P, D, etc.
They are basically more than one selector switches included in the same unit. Relays are
basically remote controlled switches. They allow car manufacturers to install low voltage
switches inside the cabin to control higher voltage components. They began to be widely used
when manufacturers started to replace bulky headlight switches on the dashboard in favor of
small combo switches on the steering columns. Their working principle is quite simple. A low
voltage switch is used to turn on and off a small electromagnet which in turn will activate a
bigger switch to provide power to components such as headlights, cooling fans, fuel pumps,
etc. Almost every major system and component on your vehicle are controlled using a relay.
Since the amount of power flowing through them is often higher than most other types of
switch, the smaller internal components are often prone to failure. This one is self-explanatory.
Everyone knows what a light bulb is and what their purpose is. But in an electrical diagram,
light bulbs are everywhere. In fact, newer vehicles use light bulbs for pretty much every
electrical component inside the cabin to indicate if they are turned ON or OFF. Especially for
light bulbs under seats and other locations where salt and water can easily reach, open circuit
and bad connection problems often lead to lighting system failures. Being able to identify the
light bulb symbol and locate them in an electrical circuit might be helpful to speed up the whole
troubleshooting process. Resistors are small electronic components used to apply a certain
resistance to the flow of current in an electronic circuit. They are reliable and rarely come into
problems. If you are unlucky enough to find a burnt resistor in the circuit you are inspecting, the
problem most probably lies elsewhere. A blown resistor is often the result of a faulty module
driving too much power inside the circuit or an internal short to ground condition. In both
cases, a faulty resistor is usually the consequence of another problem and hardly ever the
cause of it. It still helps to know what resistors are, what they do and how to find them, if only to
not worry too much about it. Simply learn what the symbol looks like so you know what is what
when you come across it in a car wiring diagram. Keep that in mind if you use more than one
type of repair manuals or you might end up with false test results. This other small electronic
component has the property of only letting the current flow in one direction. It is either used to
protect sensible low voltage elements from being damaged by an excess of voltage going
through expensive modules and components or to redirect the current in a circuit like inside an
alternator. If over-voltage occurs, a diode will react exactly as a fuse and will instantly blow. As
a rule of thumb, one could say that they usually refer to the power consuming element in the
system you are troubleshooting. For example, power window regulators are represented as
motors on the power window diagram. Same thing for the sunroof motor, power door locks, the
wiper motor, power seats and so on. Solenoids are small electromagnetic switches exception
made of the fact that these are actually moving back and forth when submitted to an electric
current. They usually serve to open or close a fluid or air passage and they have numerous
different uses in a vehicle. Injectors are the most well-known of the solenoids but you could

also think of the starter solenoid and automatic transmission solenoids connected to the valve
body. In fact, they are so similar to switches that their symbol is one half of the relay symbol.
And for a good reason. The electromagnet making the relay click is also, theoretically speaking,
a solenoid. To help you quickly and efficiently identify a specific wire in a wire harness or a
connector, all automotive wires are color coded. Colors often differ from one car manufacturer
to another but the code used to identify them in car wiring diagrams is always the same. One
repair manual may decide to use a 3 letter color coding system while others may use 2 letter
abbreviations only. In all cases, make sure to refer to the color code chart at either the
beginning or the end of the manual for more information on how the different wire colors are
classified. For the same reason, color codes are used, connectors and wire are also identified
using a number either corresponding to a physical location or a page in the manual. In both
cases, the number will let you know where to go to quickly find where the connector is located
on the vehicle. This comes in pretty handy when you need to find an open loop or a short to
ground condition in a specific wire. Instead of having to remove all the carpeting and trims to
follow the wires all the way to where the probl
2010 vw tiguan owners manual pdf
vw passat headlight bulb replacement
apple headphones wiring diagram
em is, you can simply identify all the connector first, find their location and only remove the
trims necessary to gain access to them. Learning to read car wiring diagrams is an awesome
skill to add to your auto mechanic skillset. Being able to master this competency will not only
help you find solutions to common electrical problems a lot faster but will also give you a big
headstart compared to less qualified technicians. Your email address will not be published.
Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Share Facebook
Twitter. He has been a certified auto mechanic for the last 15 years, working for various car
dealers and specialized repair shops. He turned towards blogging about cars and EVs in the
hope of helping and inspiring the next generation of automotive technicians. He also loves cats,
Johnny Cash and Subarus. Stephen Musingo June 29, at AM. Nishal Singh June 29, at PM.
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